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FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE:

KDS Nickis Gotta Gun is First 2014 NRBC Enrolled Foal!
March 7, 2014 - Byars, Oklahoma - Reiners have been enrolling foals in the
National Reining Breeders Classic Program since 1997. After so many years,
participation in the NRBC has become an integral part of raising reining horse
prospects. Last year, well over 2,000 foals from around the world became a part
of the program!
The first enrollment deadline of the year won't come until September 15,
but many foals are now enrolled upon birth. The first foal to become an official
2014 NRBC enrollee, KDS Nickis Gotta Gun, was born on January 26!
A daughter of the record-breaking 2011 NRBC Non Pro Champion
Rufanicki, KDS Nickis Gotta Gun is out of KDS Guns N Roses by The Big Gun.
The tobiano filly went to the head of the 2014 class when she earned the very first
foal number of the year - 140001!
KDS Nickis Gotta Gun is owned by Diane and Ken Chapman's KD Alliance
Paints in Somerset, California. According to Diane, they strive to produce quality
APHA Reining and Western Pleasure Horses. Combining their passion for tobiano
paint horses with selective breeding to top AQHA stallions has resulted in show
ring success.
For her foals, Diane is sold on NRBC enrollments. She noted the
prominence of the program and the show, then added, ""I haven't been to the
NRBC before but I think it's important to enroll our foals".

Diane is a former trainer, but her activities and travel are limited due to the
challenges of multiple sclerosis, but she was adamant when she stated, "If this
one shows there, I'm going to Texas! I'll be there!"
For information on KD Alliance Paints, call 530-642-2274 or visit the web
site at http://www.q-horse.com/KDAlliance.
Since its inception, the National Reining Breeders Classic has grown to
include over 220 subscribed stallions. The 2014 NRBC Show will take placeApril
14-20 at the Great Southwest Equestrian Center in Katy, Texas. For information
on the NRBC, visit the web site at www.nrbc.com or call 580-759-3939.

